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MD.15.

Title Photovoltaic installation „SUNFLOWER” 

Authors 
Bostan Ion,  Bostan Viorel,  Dulgheru Valeriu,  Guțu Marin, 

Ciobanu Radu,  Ciobanu Oleg (MD). 

Institution Technical University of Moldova 

Patent no. Patent application, nr.2010. 06.03.2020 

Description 

EN 

The „Sunflower” type photovoltaic installation refers to 

the photovoltaic solar energy conversion plants, is, to the 

photovoltaic installations with self-orientation in the 

southern and azimuthal plane. 

The photovoltaic installation „Sunflower” includes the fixed 

tower (1) with the vertical openings 2, in which elements of 

concentration of the solar rays (3) are rigidly installed. Inside 

the tower 1 is installed the embossed tube (4) filled with gas 

with a high coefficient of expansion upon heating, the upper 

end of which is rigidly connected with the shaft (6). On the 

free cylindrical surface of the shaft (6) the inclined channel 

(8) is executed, in which the balls (9) are placed. On the

inner cylindrical surface of the bush (10) are made spherical

seats, in which the balls (9) are located and is connected to

the rotary cylinder (13) with the unisense coupling (14). The

rotating cylinder (13) is periodically connected by the arched

ball (18) with the fixed tower (1). In the upper part the rotary

cylinder (13) is rigidly connected to the support shaft (24),

on which is installed the hinged photovoltaic panel (25). The

bottom end of the photovoltaic panel (25) in the middle is

connected by the bar (26) with the lid (27) rigidly connected

to the fixed tower 1.

2. Energy and sustainable development.

MD.16.

Title Aeolian-solar hybrid system for domestic water heating 

Authors 
Bostan Ion,  Bostan Viorel,  Dulgheru Valeriu,  Dumitrescu 

Cătălin, Dumitrescu Liliana,  

Institution Technical University of Moldova 

Patent no. Patent application, OSIM A/00579. 10.08.2018 

Description 

EN 

The invention relates to water heating systems, namely 

to heating water with wind and solar thermal energy. The 

problem that the invention solves is the widening of the 

technological possibilities, the increase of the conversion 

efficiency and the operational safety. The solar-wind hybrid 

system includes the solar thermal installation, the vertical-
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axis wind turbine and the hot water accumulator. The wind 

turbine includes the aerodynamic blades rigidly connected to 

the main shaft which, in turn, is connected by the shaft 

coupling of the thermal generator with turbulent currents. 

The solar energy is converted into thermal energy by the 

solar thermal installation. Wind energy is transformed by the 

aerodynamic blades into rotational motion of the main axis 

that generates turbulent currents in the thermal generator and 

converts it into thermal energy. To protect the solar thermal 

system from overheating, the wind turbine includes a 

turbocharged brake. 

Class no. 2. Energy and sustainable development.

MD.17

Title Thermogazocyclic nitruration process 

Authors Sergiu Mazuru, Nicolaie Trifan, Alexandru Mazuru 

Institution Technical University of Moldova 

Patent no. Cerere de brevet nr. a 2020 6614 din 24.02.2020 

Description 

EN 

In order to increase the service life of the parts of the 

machine parts, of the most loaded ones, in the industry, the 

thermal and chemical-thermal hardening procedures are 

often used. Chemical-thermal treatment, increases hardness, 

wear resistance and corrosion. Forming in the superficial 

layer favorable compression stresses, which increase the 

reliability and service life of the machines. But this process 

has a number of shortcomings, the main disadvantage of the 

process is the high cost and the long duration of the process. 

At a temperature of 500 ° C, for example, every 10 hours the 

nitrogen diffuses into the iron at a depth of about 0.1 mm, so 

the total duration of the process is 30 ... 60 hours. 

A new efficient method of thermo-gas-cyclic nitriding is 

proposed. The new technology allows to reduce the 

consumption of saturated and emission gases in the 

atmosphere by about 10 times, the same time about 5 times 

the reduction of the process duration, as well as the increase 

of the diffusion layer thickness by 2-6 times, without 

reducing the physical and mechanical characteristics of the 

product. 

Class no. 


